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Fashion influencer Luanna Perez for Furla, fall/winter 2016 Milan Fashion Week

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Wealthy consumers are proving extremely influential in terms of retail, with 70 percent classified as affluents who
double as social influencers, or what Ispos refers to as "affluencers."

Influencers are extremely powerful in making an impact on followers' shopping behaviors and decision-making.
The affluent segment of the population is proving to be a major source of this influence, according to a survey from
Ipsos.

"The power of the affluent market in general, and the Affluencer specifically, is  felt in every category, not just high-
spend, luxury ones," said Michael Baer, senior vice president and team lead at Ipsos:Affluent Intelligence Group,
New York. "Getting to know them and how to engage them is a key to driving growth for brands and marketers."

Affluent and influence
The Fall 2017 Ipsos Affluent Survey is showing that affluencers spend 40 percent more on all retail categories
compared to the standard affluent segmentation. This is also 3.6 times as much as standard consumers.

Their influence is also extremely important by causing the most purchase intent in categories they influence such as
10 to 400 percent more.
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Alessandra Mastronardi at the launch of Neapolis New City, Lucia Pica's new makeup collect ion for CHANEL in
Naples. #CHANELNeapolis #SpringSummerCollect ion #ChanelMakeup @lamastronardi

A post shared by CHANEL (@chanelofficial) on Oct 14, 2017 at 7:01am PDT

Almost all affluents explain that followers seek out advice from them in regards to product and service categories
with 97 percent claiming so.

These affluencers are many times the first to take on new technology and new products, which often spreads the
adoption rates of these innovations faster.

About 53 percent of them claim that they are the first to try a new product or service before their friends, family and
colleagues.

Almost 64 percent of affluencers prefer vehicles that offer the latest in technology. When traveling on vacation, 52
percent of the affluent influencers look for places off the beaten path for a more unique experience.

These affluencers also consume more media than standard consumers, even including print, with an increase of 9
percent and more.

Ipsos finds that affluents make up 16 percent of households in the United States and are categorized as those with an
annual income of $125,000 or more. Affluencers are those who influence others' purchase intent through social
media and other channels.
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A post shared by NiNi (@captainmiao) on May 30, 2017 at 12:08am PDT

Their impact can be seen in almost every retail and service category. Their influence is seen as more authentic than
an advertisement to consumers and helps cut through over crowding in the market.

Additional insight
Luxury is far and away the most-prolific collaborator with influencers on Instagram, but brands need to be aware of
how to pick the best tastemaker with the right scale and focus for the campaign.

L2 has released a report delving into the data of influencers to help brands understand how follower count,
authenticity and other factors play into an influencer's effectiveness. The key point is that not all influencers are
created equal and brands need to pick the right influencer that works for them (see more).

Micro-influencers on social media have a greater impact than celebrities when it comes to branded posts due to
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their niche audiences, according to L2.

Celebrities and mega-influencers see modestly elevated engagement rates, but micro-influencers have much greater
engagement rates. However, micro-influencers post eight times more sponsored posts and brand partners than
celebrities, which can over time annoy followers (see more).

"While we've known for years that affluent households spend significantly more than non-affluent households (no
surprise), the difference between the general affluent target group and those that are affluencers is even more
expansive," Ipsos' Mr. Baer said. "Within the affluent population, affluencer households outspend their non-
affluencer counterpart by more than two to one.

"Furthermore, they exceed in everything from the amount they spend in a category, to the media they seek and
engage with, to the way they influence others' purchasing, to their future purchasing intent," he said. "For example, in
some categories, affluencers' spending and future purchase intent is upwards of 4 or more times that of non-
affluencer affluents.

"This is clearly a target group that marketers have to understand and engage with."
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